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Prediction of Surface Zone Changes
in Generating Gear Grinding
Matthias Ophey and Dr. Jan Reimann
One process for hard finishing gears is generating gear grinding. Due to its high process
efficiency, generating gear grinding has replaced other grinding processes such as profile
grinding in batch production of small- and middle-sized gears. Yet despite the wide industrial
application of generating gear grinding, the process design is based on experience along
with time- and cost-intensive trials. The science-based analysis of generating gear grinding
demands a high amount of time and effort, and only a few published scientific analyses exist.
In this report a thermo-mechanical process model that describes influences on the surface
zone in generating gear grinding is introduced.

Introduction and Motivation

In order to improve load carrying capacity and noise behavior case hardened
gears usually are hard finished (Ref. 1).
One possible process for hard finishing of gears is generating gear grinding.
Generating gear grinding has replaced
other grinding processes in batch production of small and middle sized gears
due to the high process efficiency.
Despite the wide industrial application of this process, only a few scientific analysis exist (Refs. 2–5), because the
science-based analysis of generating gear
grinding needs a high amount of time
and effort and the continuously changing
contact conditions complicate the investigation.
The lack of knowledge of causeeffect relationships results in an empirical process design in industrial practice. Therefore in most cases several trials
must be performed to find a stable process design. By stock fluctuation or by an
unfavorable process design an undesirable process result up to a process-related
thermal damage of the external zone can
occur. Therefore it is necessary to get a
better understanding of the cause-effect
relationships between process parameters, tool specifications and process in
generating gear grinding.

State of the Art

Hard finishing technology is used to
remove deviations from hardening, to
machine tooth flank modifications and
to meet quality requirements. The case

Figure 1 Generating gear grinding: principle, machine settings, and contact conditions (Ref. 9).

hardening process is necessary to enable
the gear to transmit high torque with
smaller gears in high power applications.
In industrial applications generating
gear grinding, profile gear grinding and
gear honing are most commonly used as
hard finishing processes for gears. Each
of these high-performance processes is
using geometrically undefined cutting
edges. Continuous generating gear grinding has evolved to the dominant process
in batch production for small and middle
sized gears due to the high productivity.
Generating gear grinding. One of the
most efficient processes for hard finishing of gears in batch production of external gears and gear shafts is generating
gear grinding. Generating gear grinding
is used for hard finishing of gears with
a module of mn = 0.5 mm to mn = 10 mm
(Refs. 6, 4). By the application of new
machine tools the process can be used

for grinding large module gears with an
outside diameter up to d a = 1,000 mm
(Ref. 7).
The cylindrical grinding worm, whose
profile equates a rack profile in a transverse section, meshes with an external
gear (Fig. 1, left). The involute is generated by continuous rolling motion of grinding worm and workpiece by the profile cuts method (Refs. 8, 4). Profile cuts
method in generating processes means
that the profile form is generated by a
finite number of profiling cuts. Due to
the closed grinding worm no generating
cut deviations, as in gear hobbing process, occur during generating gear grinding.
In generating gear grinding multiple
points of the grinding worm are in contact simultaneously. The number of contact points changes continuously during
tool rotation (Fig. 1, right). In the upper
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right part of Figure 1 the contacts on the
right and left flanks are balanced, with
an even number of contact points. This
leads to a consistent distribution of forces. With an uneven number of contact
points, as shown in the lower right part of
Figure 1, the distribution of forces will be
unbalanced. This leads to an inconsistent
distribution of the cutting forces. In the
example with an uneven number of contact points, the force on the line of contact of the left tool flanks is split into two
contact points. On the right tool flank
the cutting force is not split, because only
one contact point exists. This situation
can lead to higher stock removal at the
single contact point potentially resulting
in higher excitation. The consequence
can be the appearance of profile form
deviations which reduce the achievable
gear quality. Scientific publications of
Meijboom (Ref. 2) and Türich (Ref. 3)
describe this relation theoretically.
In comparison to other gear grinding
processes the stock removal rate in generating gear grinding is very high. In most
cases the stock removal rate is limited
by the demanded gear quality (Ref. 4).
Furthermore, the appearance of a detrimental process-related surface zone
inducement (grinding burn) can be the
limiting factor.
Publications (Refs. 10–12), and the
doctoral thesis of Meijboom (Ref. 2),
Türich (Ref. 3) and Stimpel (Ref. 5) show
the influence of several parameters on the
process results. But several technological
correlations have not been analyzed or
verified in experimental trials yet.
Current challenges. Due to limited
scientific studies the technology users,
grinding tool suppliers and machine tool
manufactures face two main challenges.
On the one hand the process design
and optimization is based on knowhow of the process user. In cases, where
no sufficient experience (e.g., new gear
geometry, new grinding tools) exists,
cost-intensive trials have to be performed
to find a favored and robust process
design. In this case, several trial iterations
are usually necessary to obtain high process stability. In order to reduce the number of needed iteration loops the technological cause-effect relationships must be
analyzed in detail.
On the other hand, the demand for
increasing productivity leads to an

Figure 2 Analogy trial for generating gear grinding: principle and deduction of analogy
workpiece geometry (Ref. 9).

increase of axial feed and cutting speed.
With an increase of productivity the cutting force and thus the heat flow towards
the workpiece are rising. This in turn
leads to an increased risk of grinding
burn during the grinding process. The
challenge is to increase the productivity
without causing grinding burn.

Research Objective and Approach

The research objective for generating
gear grinding at WZL is the increase of
process efficiency and process reliability
in generating gear grinding by description of the technological cause-effect
relationships for cutting forces as well
as for occurrence of grinding burn in a
model. For the analysis of the cause-effect
relationships an analogy trail has been
developed and will be introduced in this
report.
The aim of this report is to present a
model to predict grinding burn for generating gear grinding. Therefore cutting
forces in analogy trails are measured and
the interactions between process parameters and occurred grinding burn are
taken into account. The measured cutting
forces will be combined in an empirical cutting force model. With the ability to calculate the cutting force the heat
flow density towards the workpiece can
be estimated. With a comparison of the
heat flow density and the grinding burn
occurrence a critical heat flow density
that leads to grinding burn can be determined. Thereby a model to predict grinding burn can be derived. In conclusion
the prediction model will be transferred
onto generating gear grinding and will

be validated by generating gear grinding
trials.

Analogy trail for Generating Gear
Grinding

The complexity of the contact conditions between tool and workpiece during generating gear grinding complicates
the analysis of generating gear grinding.
On the one hand, the penetration volumes change over the tooth profile height
during grinding. On the other hand, the
number of engaged tool flanks and workpiece flanks is variable. To investigate
generating gear grinding on a single fixed
point on the tooth profile, a geometrickinematic model, the analogy trail, has
been developed (Refs. 12, 9). The principle of the analogy trail for generating gear
grinding is shown (Fig. 2).
For each point of the involute the local
radius of curvature ρy can be calculated
(Ref. 13). For the analogy trail the contact
conditions at different positions of the
involute can be approximated. The radius of the workpiece in the analogy trail
rA equals the radius of curvature at the
investigated point of the involute profile.
Thus the diameter of the analogy workpiece depends on the number of teeth z,
the module mn, the helix angle β and the
pressure angle α n of the mapped sample gear. The rack profile of the grinding
worm can be approximated in the investigated contact point by a face wheel with a
conic working surface (Ref. 9).
Besides the workpiece and the tool
geometry the chip geometry in the analogy trail has to be comparable to the chip
geometry in generating gear grinding.
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Therefore the cutting length lcuA and the
chip thickness hcuA have to be comparable
between analogy trail and generating gear
grinding.
Furthermore the kinematics of chip
formation and the velocities must be fitted to generating gear grinding. During
chip formation the lateral sliding speed
vtA, the axial feed speed vaA and the cutting speed vc interfere with each other.
The cutting speeds in generating gear
grinding and analogy trail are the same.
The lateral sliding speed vtA can be calculated by the rotational speed nA of the
workpiece and the requirement to be
synchronous. The axial feed speed vaA
can be adjusted according to the generating gear grinding process as the product
of rotational speed nA and axial feed fa.
Rotational speed as well as axial feed in
analogy trail and generating gear grinding is identical. The tool is a grinding
wheel with an angled surface. The angle
corresponds to the pressure angle αn0 of
the grinding worm.
The mapped grinding process and the
machine tool used are shown (Fig. 3).
The mapped grinding process is carried
out with a spur gear with a number of
teeth of z = 31 and a normal module of
mn = 4.5 mm. The material is 20MnCr5.
The gears are case-hardened with a surface hardness of 60 HRC and a case-hardening-depth of CHD550HV = 1.4 mm.
The material and heat treatment of the
analogy workpieces match the spur gears.
All generating gear grinding and analogy trails were performed on a model
LCS380 grinding machine from Liebherr-

Figure 3 Workpiece data and machine tool.

Verzahntechnik GmbH that can perform
both generating and profile gear grinding. For both analogy and generating gear
grinding trials, corundum tools with a
grain size F120 (average grain diameter
109 μm) from Winterthur Technology
AG are used.
The experimental set-up of the analogy
trails is shown (Fig. 4); the cutting force
can be determined with a dynamometer
which is integrated in the flow of forces.
For further information, a full description of the analogy trail design can be
found in (Ref. 12).
With this experimental set-up, 129
analogy trails were performed. In these
analogy trails the following process
parameters were taken into account. The
axial feed fa, the number of starts z0, the
cutting speed vc, the stock Δs, the pressure angle of the analogy tool αn0A and
the cooling lubricant volume flow VCL.
In addition, the diameter of the analogy

Figure 4 Experimental set-up analogy trial generating gear grinding.
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workpiece was varied to investigate different points on the involute profile.

Prediction Model for Surface
Zone Inducements

Based on the empirical data of the analogy trails an empirical-physical model
is built up in the following. Using the
model, the occurrence of a process-related damage of the surface zone can be
predicted. For this purpose, an approach
to describe the surface zone inducement
is presented. Subsequently the required
parameters are determined and the prediction model is derived.
Analytical model approach. To predict the surface zone inducement the heat
flow density, which describes the energy
flow in the contact zone between tool and
workpiece, must be determined. To prevent grinding burn the heat flow density
towards the workpiece qw must always be
lower than a critical heat flow density qw,
crit that leads to a detrimental influence on
the surface zone.
The heat flow density towards the
workpiece q w corresponds to the current energy flow through the contact area
between tool and workpiece Ac. In general for grinding the majority of the cutting energy is thermal energy, which is
produced by intense friction, shear and
separation processes as well as by friction
of the abrasive grain and bond (Ref.14).
Assuming that also for generating gear
grinding almost all cutting power is converted into thermal energy, the total energy flow in the contact area can be calculated by the product of cutting force
Fc and cutting speed vc. In order to estimate the heat flow density towards the
workpiece qw correction factors must take
[www.geartechnology.com]

the distribution of the heat flow from the
contact zone into account. These corrections factors are KCLF which takes into
account the cooling lubricant flow and
KW which considers the heat flow towards
the workpiece. With these factors the heat
flow density towards the workpiece qw can
be estimated with Equation 1(Ref. 15) as:
(1)

qw ≈ KCLF KW

Fc vc ≤ q , crit
w
Ac

Determination of model parameters.
In the following, the correction factors
KCLF and KW, the cutting force Fc and the
contact area between workpiece and tool
Ac must be determined to calculate the
heat flow density. With correlation of the
known heat flow density and the occurrence of grinding burn for every trial the
critical heat flow density can be determined.

Figure 5 Model results and observations of the cutting force.

Cutting Force

The cutting force was measured during
the analogy trails with a dynamometer.
During the analogy trails various process parameters were investigated to get
a statement about the influence on the
cutting force. In order that the cutting
force does not have to be determined
empirically for each combination of process parameters, a cutting force model is
derived in the following.
The cutting force model is set up based
on the obtained data from the analogy
trails using a regression analysis. For
regression analysis, the influence of the
process parameters axial feed fa, number of starts z0, cutting speed vc, stock
Δs, cooling lubricant flow VCL and tool
pressure angle αn0A are considered. The
regression analysis of the cutting force is
carried out with a cubic approach considering the interactions. For regression
analysis, the significance level was set to
α = 0.05. The comparison of the calculated forces using the force model and
the measured forces is shown (Fig. 5).
Good correlation between calculated and
measured forces is evident; this is confirmed by a coefficient of determination
of R2 = 0.950.
In summary it can be stated that the
cutting force model maps the measured
cutting forces very well and offers a high
stability due to a widely varying database.
Thus, the cutting force model is suitable
as a basis for calculating the heat flow

Figure 6 Determination of contact area.

density and to derive a prediction model
for surface zone changes for generating
gear grinding.

Contact Area

To define the heat flow density the contact area between tool and workpiece
must be calculated. The contact area
Ac between tool and workpiece is corresponding to the zone of heat transfer
between tool and workpiece. The contact
area for the analogy trails can be calculated with a penetration calculation considering various stocks and axial feeds.
Figure 6 shows the contact area for a constant pairing of tool and workpiece over
axial feed. For an axial feed of fa < 0.2 mm,
the contact area drops sharply. For an
axial feed of f a < 0.08 mm no penetration volume between workpiece and tool
could be calculated with the penetration
calculation.
Due to numerical inaccuracies, the calculated contact area for small axial feeds

is not exact. From kinematics it can be
derived that in the absence of axial feeding a contact between tool and workpiece
must exist for the first rotation of tool
and workpiece. The contact area for low
axial feeds of fa < 0.25 mm is calculated
from an axial feed by linear extrapolation.
The extrapolated contact area is indicated
by the dotted line in the diagram. Using
this functional relationship, the contact
area Ac can be determined for the prediction model.

Correction Factors

Finally, the two correction factors to
calculate the heat flow density must be
determined. The heat distribution for
each combination of tool, workpiece and
cooling lubricant is different and variable
over the contact zone (Ref. 16). Due to
the different thermal material parameters
such as specific heat capacity cp and thermal conductivity λ, as well as the inability
to determine the temperatures in the conMarch/April 2015 | GEAR TECHNOLOGY
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tact zone, the heat distribution factor KW
cannot be calculated for generating gear
grinding. In several studies heat distribution factors have been estimated for different grinding processes (Refs.17–22).
The evaluation of these papers shows that
up to 80% of the thermal energy can flow
into the workpiece. For surface grinding
of unhardened steel a heat distribution
factor KW = 0.65 was determined (Ref. 19).
A heat distribution factor for grinding of
hardened 20MnCr5 cannot be found in
the literature. Because of the poor accessibility of the contact area during generating grinding a heat distribution factor
KW = 0.8 is assumed in this work. This
corresponds to the standard assumptions
in literature and provides an assessment
on the safe side (Refs. 23–24).
In addition to the constant heat distribution factor KW, a variable factor KCLF
to determine the influence of the cooling
lubricant flow is necessary. For this pur-

pose, the heat flow densities of the analogy trails were normalized to the maximum heat flow density and analyzed
in relation to the cooling lubricant flow.
Using a regression analysis the influence
of the cooling lubricant flow on the heat
flow density was determined.
The normalized heat flow density qnorm
at constant process parameters decreases
with increasing cooling lubricant flow
(Fig. 7). This effect is based on the better supply of the contact area with cooling lubricant. With increasing cutting
speed, the influence of the cooling lubricant flow decreases. The rotation of the
tool produces a flow of air, which deflects
the coolant. The higher the cutting speed
the greater the cooling lubricant is dispersed and the worse the contact area is
supplied with cooling lubricant (Ref. 6).
Therefore, the correction factor for the
cooling lubricant, which represents the
influence of the cooling lubricant flow on

Figure 7 Determination of correction factor for consideration of cooling lubricant.

the heat flow, is dependent on the cutting
speed vc as well.
For constant cutting speeds, the heat
flow towards the cooling lubricant can
be approximated by an exponential function depending on the cooling lubricant
flow VCL. The correction factor KCLF can
be described by Equation 2. The factors
a and b were determined as a function of
cutting speed using regression analysis.
The coefficient of determination for the
equation of the correction factor KCLF is:
−0.173
c
KCLF = 2.6919v
VCL
a

0.0864 ln(vc) − 0.4733
b

(2)

The energy flow towards the workpiece
can be estimated by the product of the
two correction factors KW, KCLF and the
cutting power. Depending on the cutting
speed and cooling lubricant flow, the percentage of the energy flow towards the
workpiece is between 60% and 80% of the
total cutting power.
Empiric analytical prediction model.
Based on the empirical knowledge of cutting force and the analytical considerations of an analytical heat flow density
an empirical-analytical prediction model
is derived in the following. The model is
used to predict the process-related influences on the surface zone taking into
account the heat flow density towards the
workpiece.
Using the presented empirical force
model and the mathematical description
of the model parameters, the heat flow
density can be calculated for every trial.
In addition to the magnitude, the residence time of the heat flow density also
has a major impact on the influence on
the surface zone. The residence time of
the heat flow density for one point on the
surface equals the contact time tc between
tool and workpiece for the same point.
The contact time for generating gear
grinding can be calculated with Equation
3, (Ref. 25).
(3)

tC ≈ ΔφC z
2π n0z0

As with tool and process variables, the
contact time is also dependent on the
workpiece geometry. The contact time is
calculated by the rotational speed of the
tool n0, the number of starts z0, the number of teeth of the workpiece z and the
Figure 8 Surface zone inducements depending on heat flow density.
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rolling angle of the cutting width Δφc.
The rolling angle describes the required
arc segment, which must be passed in
order to achieve the width of contact between tool and workpiece at the
respective profile point.
For the analogy trails, the heat flow
density is plotted against the contact time
(Fig. 8). For this purpose, the heat flow
density was calculated for each point of
the analogy trails. The workpieces from
the analogy trails are marked in different colors according to the type of influence on the surface zone. Points that have
been highlighted in yellow and red show
a slight to strong influence on the surface
zone of the analogy workpiece. Points
marked in blue represent non influenced
surface zones. As a detection method
nital etching was used. For disposition of
detrimental surface zone inducements an
additional quantitative damage classification was performed using the measurement of Barkhausen noise.
The analysis shows that for a short contact time a high heat flow density can
flow into the workpiece without causing damage. In contrast, at long contact
times only a low heat flow density is necessary to harm the surface zone. With
increasing contact time, the critical limit
asymptotically approaches a constant
level. From this distribution, the contact
time depending limit of the critical heat
flow density can be determined from the
graph and described mathematically.
The calculated critical heat flow density is shown as a black dashed line in
the graph. Considering the simplified
assumptions for the calculation of the
correction factors as well as the contact
time and the dispersion of results, a very
well approximation for determining the
critical heat flow density can be found.
In summary it can be stated that the
empirical-analytical model is suitable to
determine the critical limit, which leads to
grinding burn. However, it must be determined whether the model, which is based
on analogy trail results, can be applied to
actual generating gear grinding. For this
purpose, the prediction model must first
be validated with the sample gear that is
mapped in the analogy trail.

Figure 9 Model validation for sample gear.

Validation of the Prediction
Model

The prediction model constructed on
basis of analogy trails is compared and
validated in the following with results
from generating gear grinding trials.
First, the transferability of the model to
generating gear grinding is validated. For
this purpose grinding tests are carried
out with the sample gear that is mapped
in the analogy trail. Subsequently, the
model is validated on an additional gear.
Transfer to generating gear grinding. For the validation of the prediction
model a deductive approach is chosen
in the following. The general model was
applied to a particular case to validate the
findings. For the gear that is mapped in
the analogy trail, the heat flow densities
have been calculated for each set of process parameters. The classification of heat
flow densities and surface zone inducements in the analytical empirical prediction model is shown in Figure 9.
The results of generating gear grinding
trials were arranged in the characteristic
field of the heat flow density of the prediction model. The heat flow densities
shown are calculated for the pitch circle
diameter of the sample gear. The degree
of influence on the surface zone has been
marked in analogy to the previous illustrations. The range of non-critical heat
flow density is identical due to the geometric relationship between analogy trail
and sample gear.
All points for which no detrimental
surface zone inducement was observed
after generating gear grinding are with

one exception within the non-critical
area. The heat flow densities of the components with slight and severe detrimental inducements are larger than the calculated critical heat flow density of the prediction model.
The evaluation shows that the prediction model is able to predict the occurrence of grinding burn in good accuracy
for the sample gear. The results of the
generating gear grinding trials reflect the
determined findings and identified relationships from the analogy trail. Thus,
the prediction model has been validated
for the sample gear. Whether the prediction model can be applied to additional
gears must be examined in the following.
Validation with additional gears. In
order to test the transferability of the
empirical-analytical prediction model,
the model is applied to another spur gear.
Therefore further generating gear grinding trials were performed.
The design of experiments was defined
by using the prediction model. For this,
the process parameters were predicted
for both clearly damaged and not affected tooth flanks. The gears have been
inspected after grinding by means of nital
etching to evaluate and document surface
zone inducements.
As a second application a planetary
gear of a construction machine is selected. In contrast to the previous gear, the
present gear has a higher module and a
higher face width. The gear geometry and
further details of material and heat treatment can be found in Figure 10.
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The results of the second gear geometry
are shown (Fig. 11); for these trials tools
with different number of starts were used.
The calculated critical heat flow density for the pitch circle diameter limits the
damaged and non-damaged gears with a
good accuracy. Different forms of surface
zone inducements are shown in the lower
part of Figure 11. All workpieces with a
detrimental inducement show a damaged
zone near the tip area.
Severely damaged components show
a dark coloration over a large part of
the profile. In addition to the qualitative
statement about whether surface zone
damage is to be expected, the heat flow
density can be calculated on the basis of
the local approach for any point of the
gear flank.
To explain the process-related detrimental inducement in the tooth tip area,
the distribution of the heat flow density
has been calculated for a process design
for the entire tooth profile. The results
are compared with results of nital etching
in Figure 12.
The occurrence probability of a surface zone inducement is marked in color
on the tooth height. In the black and blue
areas no surface zone inducement is to be
expected. In the transition between the
light blue and the yellow area there may
be a slight damage. In the tooth tip area,
the critical heat flow density is exceeded
and therefore a damaged surface zone is
expected. This area is marked in red.
The distribution over the tooth height
can be explained by the cause-effect relationships, determined in the analogy
trails. With an increase in the radius of
curvature the cutting forces increase as
well. This results in a varying heat input
over the tooth profile. The highest cutting
force and therefore the largest heat flow
density on the tooth flank is present at
the tooth tip. This result is well-correlated
with the results of nital etching.
In feed direction the affected zone is
growing in contrast to calculation results.
The main reason for the expansion of
the damaged zone is wear of the grinding worm. With increasing machining
time also the friction and therefore the
cutting force as well as the heat flow density increases. In the prediction model the
wear of the grinding wheel is not taken
into account. For this reason, predicted
and actual damage differ.
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Figure 10 Gear geometry of planetary gear.

Figure 11 Application of prediction model for planetary gear.

Figure 12 Comparison of local heat flow density and process results.
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By applying the predictive model to an
additional gear, the applicability was tested for other geometries. It turns out that
the prediction model derived from the
analogy trail can also be used to predict a
detrimental inducement of the surface for
additional geometries.

Summary and Outlook

The thermo-mechanical surface zone
inducement is an important quality criterion for functionality of gears. Also for
generating gear grinding it is necessary to
determine thermal and mechanical loads
and their influencing factors to avoid
damage of the surface zone.
The research objective of this report
was to derive a model to describe and
predict detrimental surface zone inducements for generating gear grinding.
Therefore, the necessary model parameters and correction factors were determined. Subsequently, the model was validated using two gear geometries.
The objective of this report was met
through validation of the predictive
model. The model for predicting detrimental surface zone inducements will
help increase the efficiency and process
reliability of continuous generating gear
grinding and improve the description
and understanding of the technological
cause and effect relations.
In the next step the derived empirical
analytical prediction model should be
linked with a manufacturing simulation.
The combination of a local determination of chip geometries and the automated calculation of the existing model
parameters will allow widespread use
of the model in industrial applications.
Furthermore, it will significantly improve
the process design and optimization in
continuous generating gear grinding. In
addition, the cutting force model can be
extended with a link to a manufacturing
simulation. With the help of calculated
chip geometries it is likely possible to find
a correlation between chip geometries
and the measured cutting forces.
Besides the optimization of the model
a further development of the analogy
trail is possible. With the analogy trail, an
evaluation of the performance of grinding worms for generating gear grinding
can be performed. So on the one hand, a
pre-selection of grinding worm specifications is possible and on the other hand

the wear behavior could be analyzed better due to the simple geometry of the
grinding tool.
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